In 2012, Chen Ning Yang received a 90th birthday gift in the form of a black cube inscribed with his 13 most important contributions, which cover four major areas of physics: statistical mechanics, condensed matter physics, particle physics and field theory. We briefly describe these 13 contributions and make general comments about Yang's distinctive style as a trailblazing leader in research.
Introduction
In 1928, Chen Ning Yang, aged 6, searched for sea shells on the beach. He always set his eyesight on beautiful and elegant ones. His unique style and taste since young has served to make him "the preeminent stylist", 1 a "leading bird" 2 and an architect of theoretical physics in the second half of 20th century.
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In 2012, Chen Ning Yang, aged 90, received a special birthday present, a black cube of 8 cm × 8 cm × 6.6 cm (Fig. 1) . On its bottom is engraved "Congratulations/on Professor Chen Ning Yang's 90th birthday/Tsinghua University" in Chinese. On the top is engraved two lines from Tu Fu (712-770) in Chinese: "A piece of literature/Is meant for the millennium/But its ups and downs are known/Already in the author's heart." On the four vertical surfaces are engraved, respectively in clockwise order, his 13 eminent contributions in four areas of physics: statistical mechanics, condensed matter physics, particle physics and field theory. One is reminded of the "Ten Commandments" of L. D. Landau. The two lines from Tu Fu, which were written at Tu's old ages as a preface to the collection of his poems, were among Yang's favorites. Yang quoted them in the preface to his Selected Papers of 1983, 3 and he alluded to them in his Chinese poem On the Chern Class.
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Following is the list of the 13 seminal contributions in four areas, with references to the original papers.
A. Statistical mechanics:
A. 
Commentaries

A.1. Phase transitions
Statistical mechanics is one of the major research fields of Yang, in which his work is distinguished by originality, elegance, power and physical relevance. In 1952, Yang published a paper on the spontaneous magnetization of the two-dimensional Ising model, 13 an absolute tour de force, which F. Dyson had described as "a virtuoso exercise in the theory of Jacobian elliptic functions". 31 The paper and its generalization by C. H. Chang gave the first indication of what is now called the universality of critical exponents. 32 In two papers Yang and T. D. Lee extended the study to a lattice gas model, for which the Maxwell diagram of liquid-gas transition was rigorously computed. 14, 15 In this work, they discovered a unit circle theorem, which Yang later described as a "minor gem" 33 and D. Ruelle recently used as an example in explaining how mathematical theorems are conjectured and proved. 34 Furthermore, Yang and Lee showed rigorously the subtlety of the limiting process in the the theory of liquid-gas transitions, thereby settling once and for all the confusing debate, originating from the J. E. Mayor's 1937 paper, 35 about "how can the gas molecules 'know' when they have to coagulate to form a liquid or solid?" 
A.2. Bosons
In the mid-1950s, with his collaborators Kerson Huang, T. D. Lee and J. M. Luttinger, Yang worked on the superfluidity of liquid helium. They chose to study a mathematically well defined model, the dilute hard sphere Bosons. Through a subtle use of E. Fermi's pseudopotential idea, they arrived at the first two terms of an asymptotic expansion of the sound velocity of the Bosons at low temperatures.
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Y. Shi
At the time, this work was noted for its physical and mathematical sophistication, but had absolutely no experimental relevance. Amazingly, 50 years later, with marvelous new cooling technology, this asymptotic expansion was experimentally confirmed! 37, 38 In 1992, when asked about "his ability to choose problems which became important ten or twenty years later", Yang answered: "one must look for topics that have direct connections with physical phenomenon or with the basic structure of physics."
39 His early choice of the Boson problem is a good example of this prescript.
A.3. Yang-Baxter equation
In 1960s, his interest in off-diagonal long-range order (ODLRO) led Yang to search for models with such long-range orders. This search resurrected his interest in Bethe's Hypothesis, and in turn led him to this work, 19 which opened the door to two important developments: (1) the Yang-Baxter equation, (2) the theory of one-dimensional Fermions. The former has now developed into a major area of research in mathematics and theoretical physics, while the latter provides now the basis for analyzing many one-dimensional cold atom experiments. ] now paid off. It allowed us to have a firm grip on the quantum numbers I 1 , I 2 · · · of the present problem. The security generated by such an understanding allowed us to take the next jump, which led to the solution of the finite-temperature problem. It formed, in a sense, a solid platform from which to take off."
41 Recently, the model and its solution in this paper have been realized and confirmed in cold atom experiments. They made use of a gauge transformation in their derivation.
B.2. Off-diagonal long-range order
In 1962, Yang defined the concept of ODLRO to provide a unified understanding of superfluidity and superconductivity, as well as the origin of flux quantization in superconductors. 22 This is a key concept in modern condensed matter physics. Yang later regarded this paper as "a paper I have always been fond of, although it is clearly unfinished".
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In 2006, A. J. Leggett published a book on various quantum condensation phenomena, 45 the preface of which includes the following note: "I take from the start the viewpoint first enunciated explicitly by C. N. Yang, namely that one should simply think, in nontechnical terms, about the behavior of single particles, or pairs of particles, averaged over the behavior of all the others, or more technically about the one-or two-particle density matrix."
C.1. Parity nonconservation in weak interactions
In a conference at Stony Brook in 1999, Yang was hailed as "The Lord of Symmetry". 46 Indeed, if one wants to find a dominant theme in all of Yang's papers and lectures, it would be the concept of symmetry, which in a lecture at UNESCO in 2002 he designated as one of the "three thematic melodies of 20th century theoretical physics".
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Historically symmetry did not play an important role in physics until the advent of quantum theory, which explained the quantum numbers l and m of atomic spectroscopy in terms of eigenvalues of rotational operators. By early 1950s, all quantum numbers were known to be associated with symmetry operations. Among these parity was related to the reflection operator. Parity conservation was thus considered intuitively attractive, indeed natural and sacred. It was also experimentally extremely useful, especially for analyzing experiments in nuclear physics.
In such an atmosphere it was not surprising that the 1956 paper 23 proposing experiments to test parity conservation in weak interactions had met with universal disapproval, even ridicule. It was also not surprising that after C. S. Wu announced her experimental result in early 1957, Yang and Lee's 1956 paper was awarded a Nobel prize later in the same year, setting a record for the speed of recognition that remains unbroken up today.
C.2. Discrete symmetries of time reversal, charge conjugation and parity
The preprint of Lee and Yang questioning whether parity is conserved in weak interactions prompted R. Oehme to write to Yang in August 1956 to raise a question about the relationship among the three symmetries, parity (P), charge conjugation (C) and time reversal (T). This led Yang, Lee and Oehme to publish a paper to discuss such relations among violations of these three symmetries. 24 This paper had decisive impact on all theoretical analyses on CP violation later in 1964.
C.3. Theoretical discussions on high energy neutrinos
In 1960, M. Schwartz pointed out how one could experimentally study weak interactions at high energies by using neutrino beams. 48 Lee and Yang then explored 
D.1. Yang-Mill gauge theory
In two short papers of 1954, 27, 28 Yang and R. Mills generalized H. Weyl's Abelian gauge theory to non-Abelian gauge theory. This generalization, together with the ideas of spontaneous symmetry breaking and asymptotic freedom developed later by many authors, led to the Standard Model, which has dominated researches in fundamental physics in all subsequent years.
The motivation of Yang and Mills for making the generalization was clearly stated in Ref. 27 , which was a short abstract of Yang's talk in session M of the 1954 April meeting of American Physical Society in Washington DC. It was submitted, probably before April 1, for publication in the program for that meeting. It says, referring to the conservation of electric charge, 'An important concept in this case is gauge invariance which is closely connected with (1) the equation of motion of the electromagnetic field, (2) the existence of a current density, and (3) the possible interactions between a charged field and the electromagnetic field. We have tried to generalize this concept of gauge invariance to apply to isotopic spin conservation."
Thus what Yang and Mills were doing was to generalize the close connection between electromagnetic interaction and Abelian gauge invariance to that between a new type of interaction and non-Abelian gauge invariance. In other words, they were knocking at the door of a principle later called "Symmetry Dictates Interaction."
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D.2. Integral formalism of gauge theory
When they presented Yang-Mills theory back in 1954, Yang and Mills did not notice the geometric meaning of the gauge field, although they felt it to be a very beautiful theory.
Around 1970, Yang devoted himself to an integral formalism of gauge field theory and discovered the importance of the nonintegral phase factor, and he realized that gauge field has a deep geometric meaning, which was finally written up in 1974.
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A few years later, commenting on this paper, Yang wrote: 30 and what physicists call potentials are what mathematicians call connections on principal fiber bundles. They were then able to construct a "dictionary" in this paper, identifying concepts in gauge theory, Abelian or non-Abelian, with those in fibre bundle theory. This dictionary was one of the reasons that mathematicians and theoretical physicists began close collaborations in the last forty years.
M. Atiyah wrote: 55 "From 1977 onwards my interests moved in the direction of gauge theories and the interaction between geometry and physics. · · · the stimulus in 1977 came from two other sources. On the one hand, Singer told me about the Yang-Mills equations, which through the influences of Yang were just beginning to percolate into mathematical circles."
Discussions
As a great master of theoretical physics in the latter half of the 20th century, Chen Ning Yang has a distinctive style and taste. In statistical mechanics and condensed matter physics, as well as in field theory and particle physics, his research works
were all characterized by great relevance to experimental facts on the one hand, and great attention to beauty of theoretical form on the other. These characteristics were maintained throughout his long career, from his student days to today: He never followed new fashions, never jumped on bandwagons, but always kept close to his own intuition and to new experimental discoveries. Some of his research works were quickly confirmed by experiments, as in the case of nonconservation of parity in weak interactions. Others had to wait patiently for many years of further developments before their importance were recognized, as in the case of Yang-Mills theory. That is probably why Yang deeply appreciated the two lines of Tu Fu quoted above.
It is noteworthy that more than two thirds of the 13 items on the black cube are about the relationship between physical phenomena and algebraic or geometrical symmetries, indicating the central role symmetry plays in Yang's thinking. In fact, in a 1980 paper in Physics Today, Yang coined the phrase "Symmetry dictates Interaction". 53 Today it is amply clear: (1) that phrase does concisely capture the spirit of the main conceptual advance of theoretical physics in the last half century, and (2) that phrase will continue to provide general guidance for future developments in theoretical physics.
In lectures to students in recent years, 56, 57 Yang traced his interests in mathematics and in symmetries to his father's early influence and to Prof. T. Y. Wu's guidance when he was writing his BSc thesis. He emphasized that early interests may form "seedlings" which, with sufficient sunlight, nourishment and care, may eventually flower and bear fruit.
